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Cascade Watersports & Knicker Wetting Magazine . .  

 

 
. . . has been produced since 1991 and now, for the very first 
time, we are making our back issues available to the public 
worldwide. Each back issue is  available now from stock. We 
guarantee dispatch of purchased items and as a responsible 
company, we respect the conditions which apply to the 
consumer in the Data Protection Act.  

 

This catalogue is for you to order and pay by Credit Card on the Internet 
at our secure site: 

 

http://www.cascademag.com/shop/ 
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Cascade 1991 March (27 Pages) 
These have been re-formatted from the old photo copied originals and are now 

laser printed and far better looking. But if you want the complete copy of the 

original, please state on the order. There are wet jeans pics, toilet pics, cartoons 

and a w/s video review. The stories include: The Train Strain - peeing in a potty 

on British Rail! Wet Love, Wet Knickers - a couple's wet performance is watched 

by others! Wet Memories - having to pee and wet in front of class mates after 

being refused permission for the toilet. There are other cuttings and clips on 

various pee subjects. 
 

Cascade 1991 June (39 Pages) 
Again, re-formatted from originals with some very good 'holding on' drawings, 

cartoons and 'Desperate Diane' Items on deliberate public peeing. Stories feature 

golden showers, pee drinking, holding on. Letters on pissing on Wimbledon 

Common and drinking something warm and golden on a non-corridor train! 

These are just some of the stories.  

Cascade 1991 September (36 Pages) 
Same again, re-formatted. Some good drawings of holding on and wetting and 

there's a Poets' Corner. Cascade readers start to open up and share their letters and 

stories with other readers by way of the magazine. Interesting items on shower 

play, girlie wet knics and holding on the longest, embarrassing tales from being 

caught in front of people. Some holiday peeing games, (the floor must be tiled 

and there must be a balcony so others can see!) Much more. 
 

Cascade 1991 December (39 Pages) 
Re-formatted for appeal, this features more drawings of women peeing, soggy 

knics and a girl doing her best to hold on. Another, Railway Train Accident story, 

one about a desperate to pee girlie stuck in a traffic jam. More w/s video reviews, 

more luvverly hot, wet accidents and a male Cascaders' fantasy which involves 

Deb dropping in to see a subscriber to discuss w/s and him topping her up with 

drink, (she wonders why!) Lots more wet stuff included. 

_________________________________________________________________ 
 

Cascade 1992 March (48 Pages) 

 
SORRY, DUE TO PROSECUTION, THERE WAS ONLY ONE ISSUE IN 

‘92 
Linda’s intro to wetting, (quite a long story, but it’s a good ‘un). Photos.  

Humour with the Goldwater Family—this is a very weird family indeed! 

Drawings, reader’s recollections and wet Lesbian shenanigans.  

Also how we, (S & D) got into the watersports scene and some wet tele. 
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Cascade 1993 March (27 Pages) 
Re-formatted, this magazine is mostly written material, although there's a couple 

of cartoons. There's some very good articles and stories though, a couple's wet 

experiences and a T.V. goes out for some public wetting. Another story with a 

situation where there is a security alert where a girl has to run out of the building 

while peeing her pants - in front of an audience!! Also where some pupils witness 

their teacher finally giving up and wetting her pants. There's some wet fun with a 

girlie duo, Carol & Allison while out shopping. Some really wet & soggy pages 

in this one.  

 

Cascade 1993 June (42 Pages) 
Ore-formatted with cartoon, drawings, jokes and limericks. Some written stuff on 

a schoolgirl peeing her knicks, deliberately peeing on the bus floor. Various ways 

to piss - the lady aims to please. Urine tasting (or wine tasting?) Read what Susan 

does with her bladder contents and she's not short of customers either!! Story 

about Lisa, who nearly gets caught, but by whom and while doing what? Article 

on bedwetting while in recovery. More stories to truly wet your appetite in this 

one. 

 

Cascade 1993 September (38 Pages)  
Re-formatted with more wetting drawings, cartoons, limericks. 

Articles and letters about a couples' wet fun and pee drinking. A 

story about two girls who’re into w/s & pick up and convert two 

fellas some desperation stories: 'Teeny Wets in Radio Studio' & 

'Wet Bum in White Jeans'  

 

Cascade 1993 December (39 Pages) 
Re-formatted with realistic drawings, w/s cartoons and pissy limericks. An article 

on how one girl got into knicker wetting and a reader telling us all about his 

wife's wetting on a coach journey. There's also the 'Confessions of Helen' - a girl 

who can't hold her pee and loves to wet while sitting on a bench, or while 

shopping, or even at her office!! Another good story here is 'The Hitch Hiker' 

where a driver is determined to make his passenger wet her pants. Just one or two 

examples of some of the wet stories in this edition. 
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Please Note: All 1994 Issues temporarily 

unavailable. 

Cascade 1994 March (45 Pages) 
Lots of drawings, cartoons & poems on the wetting theme. A letter from a couple 

experimenting with plastic pants for the female's benefit, sloshing at the 

supermarket!  

A feature called 'Watersports Weekend' a kinky wet  marathon for four. A teacher 

needs a pee story, plus lots of wet knickers & holding on desperately stories.  

 

Cascade 1994 June (54 Pages)  
Backed up with drawings and cartoons, there are lots of articles on urinary 

sexuality, cultural differences and the ever changing toilet situations throughout 

the years. The Football Match is a story of a female 'taken short' situation and 

there's a story on w/s in the 1950's.  

 

Cascade 1994 September (51 Pages) 
Drawings, contacts and our only ever adult baby story. There's some wetting at 

the fairground, plus a few letters from old Forums regarding wet incidents. An 

Air Show 'accident' and an article 'Alternative Solutions' pointing out the various 

pots there are to pee in, from the Chamber pot to the 'Bordeloo'  

 

Cascade 1994 December (42 Pages)  
More drawings and contacts with a contribution about one couples' winter w/s 

antics. There's some fish tank peeing and wet 'phone talk. A story of two drunk 

girls taking a leak in the park and one about making some alternative pee soup. A 

story called 'Squelching Saddles' and a senior subscriber contributes some 

wartime w/s recollections.  

 

Cascade’s e-mail address: 

cascade_mag@hotmail.co.uk 
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Cascade March 1995 (39 Pages) 
Apart from the usual articles that have become the mainstay of Cascade, this 

issue features some Pee Poetry, along with the regular contacts. Stories include a 

couple's pissy picnic and another Train Journey story involving a couple, both on 

and off the train! plus Roadside Rivers, a fellow Cascader on his travels shares 

his wet sightings. More reports on Wet Tele and wet inclusions in films.  

 

Cascade June 1995 (43 Pages)  
More drawings, cartoons & photos on the wet subject. An Aussie girls' 

confession of how she likes to wet herself. A bladder capacity article and a short 

story from a woman who wet herself out of fright when confronting a mouse in a 

dark garage. Also a story about there being no barriers when you are busting for a 

pee, even if you're well to do, a woman will still find something to use instead of 

a proper loo!  

 

Cascade September 1995 (42 Pages) 
Regular new injection of fresh drawings, photos and humour. Contacts and an 

interesting story called 'Water Lovers' Pt1 - about two couples getting together 

for some communal golden shower playtime. Simply oodles more wetting stories, 

letters and confessions.  

 

 

Cascade December 1995 (42 Pages) 
Christmas issue with more than enough wet drawings, photos and cartoons to get 

you over the festive period. An article on school girl wetting and the continuation 

of 'Water Lovers' Pt2 where the girls wet their pants on Christmas Eve for 

charity. More sightings of Damsels in Distress and an idea for a game of WET 

Monopoly - Merry Pissmas!  
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Cascade 1996 March (42 Pages)  
Contacts, cartoons, with photos and drawings. All the regular features with a 

fairly long in-depth view of a subscriber and his vivid memories of his school life 

and how it started him off. Involves memories of his teacher and his female class 

mates wetting. or having 'accidents'. there's also a Voyeur's recollections and a 

story of a couple who go out purposely to wet somewhere. Also an article on 

bedwetting.  

 

Cascade 1996 June (43 Pages)  
Established format features including the pics, drawings and contacts. A true 

story and account of a husband who gets his wife's blessing to visit a 'professional 

lady' for his w/s. More in the 'Wet Movies' theme and a 'Champion Bladder' 

nurses story and a story from a teacher who is forced to wet herself while on a 

school outing.  

 

Cascade 1996 September (43 Pages) 
The regular format with a 'Famous Wetters' contribution, a letter from a 

subscriber witnessing some girls obviously needing a pee at an important 

conference meeting. An interesting and humorous article from a woman who has 

to pluck up courage to pee in a Superloo. There's more adventures in Bangkok 

and some desperate peeing sights at a famous carnival from our London reporter. 

A desperate female in a stuck on and stuck up jumpsuit is in a real jam. There are 

plenty of other stories of golden showers and wet sightings.  

 

Cascade 1996 December (43 Pages) 
Everything you've grown to expect from Cascade with the regular stuff, plus 

Lou's solo wetting & masturbation sessions, boy she's messy! A letter explaining 

how a fella narrowly missed witnessing a girl piss herself at the dentist's. There's 

more school teacher escapades. Plus a true story of how 2 Red Cross collectors 

get taken short around one of our subscriber's houses! There's also a list of 

references to movies which include wetting and peeing scenes, or scenes where 

the artists 'need' to go.  
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Cascade 1997 March (43 Pages)  
The usual established Cascade format which includes photos, drawings, humour 

and contacts throughout the magazine. This issue features an extract from a 

Molly Parkin book called 'Love All' which features an incident of how two girls 

discovered peeing together is naughty - but fun! there more subscribers' sightings 

and 'Fiesta Piesta' some Spanish peeing!  

Cascade 1997 June (43 Pages)  
Cascade format with interesting content. Letter from a couple who discovered 

their mutual interest in peeing one night on the way back from the pub. Plus a 

very interesting piece called 'One Night in Bangkok' about one of our subscribers 

findings: there's pee here, there and everywhere! Lots of sightings, both in the 

flesh and on T.V.  

Cascade 1997 September (43 Pages)  
Besides all of our regular watersports content, including contacts, there's a letter 

from a subscriber who is heavily into the smell of his wife's wet knickers and he 

explains exactly why. There's an account of some solo wet fun from a male 

reader and an account of some detailed experimenting with golden showers.  

Cascade 1997 December (43 Pages) 
Established content with a subscribers' detailed sighting of a female peeing on a 

river bank and another on a dance floor! A confession from Denise van Outen 

who explains how she pee'd on her teachers' pink carpet - accidentally of course! 

Accounts of some wettings at a theme park and a list of famous people who like 

to pee.  

_________________________________________________________________ 

Please note: 

Due to prosecution, there are only two issues in 1998 

Cascade 1998 March (43 Pages)  
Laser printed and looking good with photos of wet jeans and knickers. A couple 

of men in wet shorts and wet trousers in this one. Also drawings, contacts and 

stories, with various   w/s articles, including one about a post girl dying for a pee 

on her rounds and another about a Demonstration Protest march where there's no 

possibility for a place to piss for the girls and one ends up with very wet pants. 

there's a story about Jenny's Christmas present for her hubby, can you guess what 

that is??!!  
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Cascade 1998 June (43 Pages)  
Various wetting photos with drawings and the contacts. Loads of letters, stories 

and articles. A story where a builders' bucket becomes an emergency loo for a 

woman. A rock climbing story where she wets herself in front of an audience! A 

confession from a young lad who wears a kilt and schoolgirl type knickers 

underneath for wetting in. A 'Hold it! What a Picture!' letter where a flood light 

comes on in Trafalgar Square while she's in mid stream, taking an urgent New 

Year's Leak. A confession from a 'Mac Pisser' who enjoys a rubber and piss 

session with his male friend. A very wet one!  

_________________________________________________________________ 

Cascade 1999 March (42 Pages)  
Photos of wetting and outdoor peeing. Some accounts of Wet Sightings.  
A fairly comprehensive w/s Video Review. Stories on Desperation and  Wetting. 
A bit on Urine Tasting and a full account of a bunch of wet antics from a 
subscribing couple. Not forgetting the watersports humour and the Contacts 
Section.  

 

Cascade 1999 June (42 Pages)  
More wetting and desperation stories and accounts of outdoor relief.  

There are accounts of Wet Sightings and pics of wet nics. Some jeans wetting 

pictures. There's also a picture of a girl being peed on by some fellas. One or two 

jokes and our usual Contacts section.  

 

Cascade 1999 September (42 Pages) 
More outdoor wetting shots, a bit more on the Wet Tele with oodles of readers' 
contributions on the wet theme. This is quite a soggy one really! Lots of letters 
and the usual Cascade Contacts section.  
 

 

Cascade 1999 December (42 Pages)  
Adverts and Mr P. Critick's Video Revue. A section on Wet T.V. programs. An 
interesting bunch of e-mails featured on the restrooms.org site on how the female 
can pee standing. There's some Wet Pee-otry (Poetry). there's pants wetting and 
jeans wetting pictures and there's a good sideways shot of a female pissing on the 
side of a road in the snow. There are the usual readers' letters, on wetting 
revenge, desperation and golden showers etc. Also the Cascade Contacts section.  

Next 



 
Cascade’s main website: 

 
http://www.cascademag.com 
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Cascade March ‘00 (42 Pages)  
Article on the White Van Man (Ladies mobile toilet) and an interesting report on 
a        simultaneous attack of incontinence between a bunch of office workers in 
the Philippines. Which leaves doctors baffled. Nice picture of an office girl 
peeing her pants. There are other stories and events of the wet world including 
other pictures and drawings. Review on other watersports web sites and knicker 
wetting videos.   

Cascade June ‘00 (42 Pages) 
More wet tv and film reviews and news of more wet sites on the Internet. Wetting 

pictures and some amusing anecdotes on pissy situations with stories of the actual 

events. Mr Kritick’s video review and website advice. 

Cascade September ‘00 (42 Pages) 
Again, more interesting wetting accounts and stories. Some great outdoor wetting 

pictures and a report on wet tele. Exciting story about one woman’s desperation 

on a Greek coach trip. Also part of a regular website report of an American 

voyeur who is out spying at the weekend with his camera!  

Cascade December ‘00 (42 Pages) 
Reader’s letters and contributions, some good drawings. One reader writes in 

about his solo pissy games and a ’wet quote’ from Charlie Dimmock!  

An interesting article on a double loos experiment in a London nite club—for the 

Ladies of course!    

_________________________________________________________________ 

Cascade March ‘01 (42 Pages) 
Wet tele and a report on how the stars use the loo. There are more wet drawings 

and   pictures again and more interesting wet recollections from  subscribers. 

More reports on Internet sites worth looking at and video reviews plus all the 

usual stories. 

Cascade June ‘01 (42 Pages) 
Lots of outdoor pictures of women wetting and weeing. Reader’s escapades of 

the wet kind. Some more strange things the stars get up to with wee. The start of 

a three part    series called Desperation Down the Ages which starts with the 

Ancient Egyptians and the Greeks.  

Next 



Cascade September ‘01 (42 Pages) 
Nicola Steele, the teacher with the small bladder has a desperate situation on the 

North Circular—but this time she’s not the only one who’s desperate! Lots of pee 

sightings at the Anti Capitalist Demo in London. Lots of other wet stories and 

accounts with all sorts of different wet pics.  

 

Cascade December ‘01 (42 Pages) 
The final issue of Cascade — with more readers’ accounts of sightings and actual 

accidents. Another Nicola Steele story. The concluding part of Desperation Down 

the Ages and more Pee TV. Indoor and outdoor pics and a look back at the 

decade of Cascade. 

Please read on for the Wet Compilations (W.C.’s )  
Videos & DVDs 

_________________________________________________________________             

Cascade have put together several Wet Compilation mags which contain 

original watersports material from hard (or even impossible) to find earlier wet 
publications. They have been re-produced originally for the Cascade readers, but 
now we'd like to share them with you. All mags are £5 each including P & P for 
UK. For USA/Elsewhere $10 cash. 
(All publications are in mono) 
 

W.C. 1 (29 Pages)  
This is full of knicker wetting stories and wetting reports with two pictures of 
girls in wet jeans. Lots of wet detail in various situations.  

W.C. 2 (51 Pages)  
The Forum Letters '93, '94 & '95 ALL watersports letters featuring: accidents, 
peeing (and on furniture), more indoor pissing, lesbian peeing acts/games, 
outdoor pissing, holding on, watching & caught short.  

W.C. 3 (55 Pages)  
More stories/letters taken from the now truly extinct magazines of the 70's & 80's 
- Search, Extra, Caprice, Quirk & Astra. There are pics but no evidence of 
wetting or pee streams, but there are lots of wanky wetting & goodly golden 
shower stories  
 

W.C. 4 (44 Pages) 
A few wet jeans and knics pics, 'Pia' cartoon, etc. This magazine contains 
material from the now extinct 70's & 80's Search, Extra, Quirk & Caprice 
publications. Loads of stories & letters, some Lesbian peeing and a very 
confidential 'Personal Probe' interview with a young lady knicker wetter.  

Next 



W.C. 5 (39 Pages) <This WC is temporarily unavailable. 
Front cover shows a young lady squatting down in an open field. Lots of letters 
and stories on golden showers and wet accidents in clothing. Taken from 
magazines which were produced in the 70's and 80's such as, Extra, Caprice, 
Search & Quirk, which are no longer around. There's a few pictures, but none 
showing pee streams or wet clothing.  

W.C. 6 (39 Pages) <This WC is temporarily unavailable. 
Front cover shows a woman spurting forth. Again, stories and letters from 
Search, Caprice, Extra & Quirk. Some simulated wetting pictures, but none 
showing pee streams or wet clothing.  

W.C. 7 (39 Pages)  
This is Pt1 of a two part WC containing letters and stories from the 70's & 80's 
Forum magazine, ALL based on wetting & showers. There are some good 
Adviser & Problem letters. A bit on school caning and wetting at the same time. 
A pic of a naughty girl peeing her jeans in a cinema seat, also a pair of wet jeans 
on a bus for one poor girl who couldn't wait. Lots of showery and wetting fun, 
but no pics.   

W.C. 8 (39 Pages) 
Following on from No. 7 above, this is the Pt2 and includes some bits from 
Fiesta. Again, letters and stories about wet pants, either deliberate or by accident 
and the wet fun side of spanking & cross dressing. Letter from a woman who had 
to pee in a Gents' while out shopping. Party Pisser and lots more, but no pics.   

NEW!! I Nearly Pissed Myself . . . Laughing!! (36 Pages) 
This A5 size mono compilation magazine could be the ideal way to broach the 
subject of wet sex or watersports with a new acquaintance or friend. This is a 
collection of cartoons, limericks and funnies of the kind you could show to 
almost anyone, it is completely non offensive. This is the only safe way to find 
out if  a person can accept any of the various aspects of watersports. If he/she 
finds it humorous, then you know there is a probability and you're laughing too!! 
If he/she finds it boring or un-titilating, you'll know where you stand re: the 
opinion on w/s of whoever it is you're showing it to. We don't know any other 
safer way of broaching the w/s subject other than this, you come out of it with 
your ego and credibility completely intact!!     
_________________________________________________________________ 
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Thank you for requesting details about Cascade Magazine. Let’s get one thing 

straight, the term ‘watersports’ when mentioned means ‘wet sex’ – so there’s no 

scuba diving or snorkelling here - OK? 

The mag. is an A5 size mono, there’s no colour, gloss or hard porn, but it does 

have lots of stimulating wet erotica and some very interesting and sometimes 

amusing wet content. Every page is about w/s & knicker wetting, there’s no items 

on Adult Babies or other similar fetish topics. There are stories, pictures, 

sketches, readers’ letters, the all-important contacts and a few ads which you may 

be interested in scattered here and there. 

Most of the magazine’s content is by way of readers’ contributions and feedback. 

We’re a world-wide magazine with subscribers from Teignmouth to Timbucktoo.  

We have a regular contacts section on the Internet – where we have many          

hundreds of hits every week and get some very interesting e-mails!  

Placing an advert is free. Cascade has been running since 1991. 

There are back issues a plenty, our Wet Compilation Magazines (or WC’s) and 

watersports audio downloads.  

 

 

Your Credit  Card transaction wil l  be in favour of:                                                                                

PayPal 

 

 

We will process & send your download link within 2 working days. 
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